Calling all adventurous kids and curious adults! It’s time to investigate the grounds of deCordova’s Sculpture Park to find sculptures that explore environmental themes. Move, imagine, build, and create across the park as you look at sculptures large and small through engaging activities and interactive prompts.

Follow the path on the map, using the riddles as your guide.

1. Find the gates that bring forth rain, grand arches made of stone. Here your adventure begins.

2. Continue on your path to visit the rain’s daughter: here you’ll find a shed for water.

3. Down the way, there lives a pond. But follow instead the path up and beyond. Here you’ll see the tinman’s leaves.

4. I hate to make you leave this place, so here’s my deepest pardon. I’m utterly ridiculous, you’ll find me in the garden.

5. I am a Tree. I am not a tree. Can you find me?

TIP: Need a different lead? We can all get puzzled by riddles. Instead, follow the guidelines until you see the green and white signs! You’ll find them at each and every piece pinned on this map.